LDWF Enforcement Division Oyster Report
April 11th – May 8th

**Region 4 (Iberia)**
None

**Region 5 (Iberia)**
2 – Harvest Oysters from Unmarked Lease
1 – Violate sanitation code

Oysters seized- 34 Sacks

**Region 6: (Terrebonne, Lafourche, Grand Isle)**
Terrebonne (Sister Lake)
1– Take oysters no comm. license.
1 – Take oyster no gear.
1 – Take oysters no oyster harvester lic.
3 – Take oysters closed season Sister Lake.
3 – Take oysters illegal hrs.
2 – Violate sanitation code Log Book.
1– Take oysters illegal gear Diving device.

Oyster/Gear seized:
2 Dredge seized
25 sacks

**Region 8: (Jefferson, Plaquemines, St. Bernard, Orleans, St. Tammany)**
St Bernard
3 – Fail to land Oysters in Louisiana or Violate VMS Regs

Oysters seized - 403 mini sacks

Plaquemines
1– Fail to have scrapper license in possession
1– Fail to have number on top of vessel(Warning)